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Goldberg et al (195k) have noted that* so long as the thickness cf 
a flare is small compared to its  diameter, the average width of HcC 
w ill vary as (sec 9}a'j where 9 is the angular distances of tlie flare 
from the central meridian* lane width varies as (N2 ) f ff where Ng is  the 
number of emitting atoms, and Ng varies as $•} the path length within 
tlie flare,. I f  height, h. is small compared to diameter3 d ,X  = h sec 0, 
as in figure 1®
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Figure 1



I f , however, tlie height of the flare is  considerable comparod to its  • 
diameter* and i f  9 is large* the line of sight 'Kill either enter or 
leave the flare through a vertical surface3 rather than through top 
and bottom; then h sec The situation is shown in figure 2* 
where £  < h sec 6 for 8 > S0* tie can get scsne information about 
the height of flares, therefore* from seeing hcwjwell the center-liiab 
variation of K CL line width follows the (sec 9)i? law*
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Figure 2

In figure 3, the values of H Cl Una width given by Goldberg et 
al &9%k) are shosm* ©long t-iith ths curve: H<X line width = 2̂*61 
(sec The. relation: HcC line width = constant x  (sec @)a holds 
fa irly  well out to © » 60° * but not beyond.,

Let the limiting angle of figure 2, 8C? equal 60°, I f  d 3 0*02 R 
(flare area at center of disk equal to 200 in units of millionths th© 
sun*s hemisphere)* then h -  d cot 60° -  0*012 ft.
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Figure 3

In tlie frequency distribution of flare heights derived by J* Warwick 
(3-9555.-9 about 60# of a ll flares have heights greater than 0,012 Ro The 
center -lirab variation of HOC* line width is consistent., therefore # with 
Warwick’s height distribution*
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